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About This Game

You are a young exorcist Alonso that starts a dangerous adventure. You will face the real evil - Sargatans. A bloodthirsty and
terrible demon has challenged you, and now you need to start your own investigation by pursuing him. In "The Exorcist" you

will be scared, so much scared...
You will start a dangerous adventure and encounter the real hellspawn in the modern Italy. The game keeps the player in

suspense for a long time.
Can he defeat the devil, who took away innocent people's souls?

Can he make revenge on the terrible demon Sargatanas for spoiled human lives?
But don't forget that Sargantas is not the only demon who should be defeated!

Features:
— Unusual setting

— there are no analogues on the store
— Not a linear plot

— Your decisions are affecting the whole world
— An opportunity to be an exorcist

— A plenty of easter eggs
— Based on real exorcism stories
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its not that fun i thought uf u die then u ahve a chekpoint or something like that
. Preaty average game made worst by spelling mistakes.. Let me start by saying that if this were any more than $4, I would not
be reccomending it. I'm a 20+ long year rally fan, rally game fan, and rally sim fan. I've been following gRally for about five
years now, looking forward to the day when they finally released a public playable version. I'll start by saying there is HUGE
potential here, it's not even close to being realized, but there is a foundation and that is a start. These are my initial thoughts
after playing for about half an hour, I will edit anything I find that I may have been wrong about as I play more. Here are my
pros and cons:

PROS:
-Physics feel natural and make sense.
-TRUE, PROPER triple screen support with multi-rendering, something that even big name
  rally sim developers have been either too lazy or too stupid to actually impliment in any rally
  title ever.
-My controls all mapped on the first try, with not issues. I use a CSR wheel, a DIY hand
  brake, a TH8A Shifter, CSR Elite pedals, and a DSD button box.
-The UI is nice looking and easy to navigate.
-Force feedback feels good.

CONS:
-Graphics are very ugly, and graphics settings in the menu don't seem to make any
  difference. Still tons of pop in, stuttering, blurry textures and low poly everywhere.
-Sound is bland, from the engine noise to the bored sounding co driver, and there is no sound
  of the tires on the gravel.
-No in game controls for seat position or FOV.
-Stages are bland and uninspired.
-Only 2 cars, both unlicensed.

My last 2 points on the cons side are ones I can live with, considereing this sim is built for modding. Just the way that the
original rFactor was. I really hope they keep working on this and get some good feedback, and that modders work hard making
great cars and tracks for it. This could end up being something really special. Right now if you want a decent rally title on PC,
you can choose between RSRBR, which is fantastic, but is missing some features such as multi render triple screen support and
a nice, clean UI, Dirt Rally\/Dirt 4...which have both been abandoned by it's lazy developers and offer no mod support for "legal
reasons", the WRC games, which are all developed with mostly console players in mind, or the fantastic sims like Automobilista
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or Assetto Corsa, which have rally as an option, but do not have a main focus on rally and are pretty sparse as far as rally
content. Here is hoping for the best, I'll keep my fingers crossed.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing incredible, I was just supposed to
check in a couple of minutes to see what the game was like, but i ended up spending over an hour, and would have spent much
more if it wasn't so late. The game is expertly made, and it feels so great to float around, building up your own starship.
Everything from the controls, the hud, the hands-on-menu, it's all great, and i really recommend this game.. Ever had a serious
conversation with your partner you really wanted to avoid? That game brings you back into that "magical" moment of talking,
talking, more talking and feeling like they expect something you cannot even imagine, and you are like "omg what is the right
answer?? somebody,hlp..."
Oh gosh, why? Why making a game about that?
I won't tolerate so much talking from an imaginary character I'm not attracted to, especially if they are a mantis. Id most
pertainly recommend this game. though i admit i do got a few issues which i will list below

upon trying to name your character something besides goob or goober you will find that the game gets stuck and forces you to
reload the game or rehost a miner issue that im sure will be fixed

my main issue is the minigame machanics which i hope you devs would fix. i get it some games are based off mario party but
you could adjust the score system a little more fair there is nothing wrong with say having no score limit like really you hit 1000
points and you might as well stop trying becuase there is no chance of wining first if soeone else also hits 1000 then it's a draw
which really kills the whole compatition thing. either make the timer shorter or make it so that players can reach 2000 points or
have no limit on the points in mini games becuase that's really my biggest complaint

with that said i admit that the game is funny and fun to play lol i do quite well enjoy it. the game i think could use some
improvements but aside from that it's not bad and i know it's not a full hashed out game yet.
. Game crashes all the time, and crashes steam every time I exit. I don't know if the game was bugged out or not, but I couldn't
even get out of the first room no matter what I did.

I like the idea of the game, but it's essentially unplayable for me. Not recommended.. got this game with a coupon. better than I
expected. glad i bought this.
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The YDNJ trivia series is great. I love them.. Corinne cross's Dead & breakfast, a super sweet, charming little home. Would
definitely stay there whether it existed in real life or even just in game. Enjoyable from start to finish, with many fun,
memorable moments throughout. Relaxing and charming gameplay, with an adorable art style and a story totally worth your
time. I've always enjoyed staying in bed & breakfasts but now it'll be a little more special each time as i know how fun it can be
to host one. even if its for just a week. Not to mention the adventures you can get into and friends you can make in such a short
but wonderful time.. The art style is very cute, and the plot is adorably absurd. The puzzles are clever, the base mechanic of
neighbor-optimization is an old math problem that they have put some very interesting spins on.

Definitely recommend it for puzzle lovers.. Cool game. I bought it while it was on sale and in my opinion it was worth..
Unbalanced Gameplay

There are way too many fillers taking up the gamer's time:
1. Collin's Mosaic puzzle - you have to do four of them - if I want to play jigsaw puzzles I would not be buying an Adventure
Game, and there is not enough justification for Nancy to do them, I felt they were wasting my time that I could spend playing
another adventure game.

2. Avoid the robots minigame - while going around nine connected rooms in a maze then going to the centre room then get out -
too much repetition, too easy to lose, takes too long, and isn't this supposed to be an adventure game? Arcade, stealth, maze and
sudden death: all are big no-no's in an adventure game: are you trying to make a game that adventure gamers would love or are
you trying to punish them by making them do things that they hate to do? I just don't get it.

3. Earning and Spending money - to buy costume parts, gelato, magazines, song requests from Gondoliers etc - too much trouble
to earn substantial cash and not enough to buy everything. The only substantial way to earn cash is to sell flowers (kill the
hornets minigame) and Dancing (see below) as well as to scavenge in trash piles (strangely only available at exterior of Tazza's
club)

4. Scopa minigame - you are forced to play the game twice to proceed through the game - once is okay, the second time is just
trying the gamer's patience. This would be forgivable if this is an RPG with 40+ hours of gameplay, but this is an adventure
game - you only need a few hours to play through the entire game, once. Playing the game the second time around does not
count for hours. I hope this clarifies - I totally disagree for the developer to advertise "20 + hours of game play' for their titles
that typically take 3-8 hours to complete a playthrough!)

5. Shooting Hornets with Bug Spray mini-game- on my third attempt to rid the flowers of the hornets, I encountered a sequence
in which the hornets refused to die and it stretched on and on until I thought I would break my mouse - is this a prank on the
gamer?

Regarding the "Dancing in a Catsuit to cues" mini-game - you need to take Nancy back to the Ca to change to the costume if
you want her to dance for tips, then she has to wear the thing across town to get back to the club - it makes absolutely no sense,
and I didn't particularly enjoy the dance mini-game, even though I do not have as much issue with the appropriateness of it,
unlike some other gamers. (Some gamers have commented that it is bad for our teen detective to be doing "exotic" dancing for
cash.)

At the end of the game, I missed most of the achievements, mostly because it is too much trouble to gain enough money to buy
everytihing, and I realise I don't really care.

I think the idea about Nancy have costume changes is a very good one, but sadly it is badly implemented in this game. Nancy
should be able to change into her outfits at changing rooms or restrooms at the costume shop and club, not just in her room. It
makes more sense if she were putting on a disguise and not having wear it while travelling across town using public transport.

Although I enjoyed the opera arias performed by the gondoliers, and the witty dialogue, most of the minigame fillers left me
frustrated and yearning for other adventure games. I am glad to finish this game and move on, and I am not keen to play this one
over again in the near future. The rewards are not worth the parts I do not like.

There are other Nancy Drew games I have played that are better than this one.. Very good RTS, better than company of heroes..
This is literally the best competitive game that has ever been created.. "Utter crap" -- BOO!
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"Steam cards" -- YAY!
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